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Abstract—Many deep learning model architecture are an inspi-
ration of how human brain works however their implementation
in computer programming deviates in the sense that these
networks over time become dense or are intentionally designed
in such a way to achieve better generalization and accuracy
whereas neural architecture in brain is highly sparse. In this
work we target a similar deep learning model designed to
enhance CT images of Covid-19 chest scans namely DD-Net (
short for Dense Net and Deconvolution Network) from prior
work of ComputeCovid19+. The model follows an auto encoder
decoder architecture in the deep learning paradigm and has
high dimensionality due to presence of stack convolution layers
and deconvolution layers and thus takes many compute hours of
training. We propose a set of techniques which target these two
aspects of model - dimensionality and training time. We imple-
ment structured sparsity along with a hybrid training schedule.
By pruning neurons we make the model sparse and thus reduce
the effective dimensionality and then retrain this sparsified model
with minimal additional overhead of re-training. We also apply
set of techniques tailored with respect to underlying hardware in
order to better utilize the existing components of hardware (such
as tensor core) and thus reduce the overall time and associated
computational cost required to train this model with the new
hybrid training schedule.

Index Terms—deep learning, sparse, optimizations, covid-19,
tensor core

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning architectures show tremendous results in
complex tasks but their success is often associated with
huge compute resources and cost in terms of power and
iterative process involved in tuning the model thus it is critical
to extensively and efficiently use available resources. Many
optimization strategies target to save computations in the
network via evolving the deep neural network architecture
to be as near capable as human brain which uses mere
20W but is capable to performs exaflops of computation per
second compared to state of the art supercomputers which
consumes thousands of Kilo Watts of power to achieve similar
exaflop compute capabilities. Not only does the brain have
limited resources but it also does not require all of biological
neurons at all times. This has inspired scientists to follow other
strategies that try to reduce the dimensionality of models as
an indirect attempt to reduce total computation required via
pruning neurons that contribute insignificantly to model. Other
attempts which try to save costs in terms of power involve

custom hardware architectures and accelerators dedicated and
tailored to cater to deep learning workloads which are essen-
tially matrix multiplications. In this work we target one such
deep learning model namely DDnet [3], short for DenseNet
and Deconvolution based network designed to enhance low
dose covid-19 chest scan images to high quality images.The
architecture of the model is show in Figure 1. DDnet is an
auto encoder decoder model which has key components such
as skip connections, concatenate connections and repeated
convolutions and deconvolutions. In an attempt to evolve
DDnet to ”brain like” architecture yielding better accuracy
with reduced dimesionality and thus computation costs we
will exploring pruning strategies, more specifically we will
explore What to prune? When to prune ? and How to prune?.
Additionally in doing so we will then apply architecture
aware optimizations in order to efficiently use the underlying
hardware capabilities on Nvidia Volta and Ampere GPUs in
order to accelerate sparse deep learning training.

Fig. 1. DDnet Architecture.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Sparse Training

Sparse training tries to mimic how the brain works, as an
example [9] uses a training schedule that is inspired by the de-
velopment of the human brain [10] [24]. Many works propose
techniques to sparsify the deep neural network via pruning
weights and neurons in a based on statistical formulation of
neuron activation rate or rate of change of neuron over the



course of learning. This reduces simple parameters of the
model, can shrink it substantially, and results in a new model
that is essentially dense (i.e., can efficiently be executed on
the same hardware as the original model) [21] [20] [14] [16].
Other works simply try to prune random weights, however
this adds overheads for maintaining index structures and leads
to less efficient execution on hardware that is optimized for
dense computations [15] [18] [19].

III. SPARSE OPTIMIZATION

In this section we describe our approach we carry out to ef-
ficiently reduce model dimensionality via selection of existing
strategies that sparsify the existing model and enable sparse
training without loosing much model accuracy with a little
overhead in terms of computation and training time. Sections
??–III-A discuss and formulate the recipes in deep learning
training as to the model pruning strategies and schedule.
Sections III-B discusses how latest Nvidia GPU architectures
have dedicated on chip cores specialized for sprase matrix
multiplication operations and how our optimizations will lever-
age these cores and will reduce the training time required for
our sprasified model. We will compare our results in terms
of training time and number of operation with the baseline
implementation of Enhancement-AI (DDnet) from DL-FACT
framework [4]. For test environment we will validate our
results on ARC resources with Nvidia A100.

Fig. 2. Sparification in convolution layers.

A. Structured Sparsity

Unstructured sparsity does not guarantee the purning of
entire neurons as there may be associated weights and biases
for a connection of a neuron that have a constant high
value throughout the training process. Thus in order to surely
guarantee the pruning of entire neuron structured sparsity is
the best way to go. Structured sparsity also aid the acceleration
via hardware as entire blocks of weight and bias matrix are
dropped thus reducing a significant portion of matmul oper-
ations. Fig 2. describes on high level how structured sparsity
prune all the connection of a single or more than one neurons.
Fig 3. Shows how structured sparsity and unstructured sparsity
prunes the weight matrix stored for actual matrix operations.
Channel and filters are the dimensions of the weight matrix
which basically represent the number of connection from-to a
particular neuron. We implement structured sparsity in DDNet
with varying the amount of sparsity in the model from 10-
90%. In order to select which neurons to prune we maintain
a normal distribution of neuron weights and biases and prune
those neurons that lie in the lower distribution. Post pruning

we also retrain the model to calculate the additional training
overhead required with varying sparsity.

Fig. 3. Structured Vs Unstructured Pruning.

B. Leveraging Tensor Cores

Matrix-Matrix multiplication (GEMM) operations are at the
core of neural network training, inference as these operations
are used for multiplication of large matrices of input data
and weights in the connected layers of the network. Starting
from the Volta generation of GPUs Nvidia introduced tensor
cores in the GPU cards. Tensor Cores and their associ-
ated data paths are custom-designed to dramatically increase
floating-point compute throughput with high energy efficiency
[11]. Ampere architecture builds on top of volta architecture
and introduces hardware optimized sparse GEMM operations
giving a significant reduction in number of clock cycles
needed to compute FMA (Fused Multiply Add) operations
[12]. [12] also shows the how sparse matrix multiplications
are accelerated via hardware level optimizations on ampere
architecture via CUDA APIs. In addition to hardware based
optimized FMA operations, sparse tensor cores also support
mixed precision training meaning for a fused multiply add
operation on three matrices A, B and D, A and B can be of
different precision scale than that of D. This further reduces
the time (in terms of clock cycle), compute and storage
required for FMA operations as lower precision data type use
lesser number of bits for their representation and the results
that overflow from the multiplication are stored with a little
overhead in an accumulator of higher precision. This precision
reduction makes our model susceptible to accuracy loss, but
that is within our tolerable range. We implement this mixed
precision training in specifically in sparsified convolution and
deconvolution layers and discuss our results in section of the
poster.



IV. DIRECTIONS TO RUN

Please refer to the attached text file and to github repo:
https://github.com/ayushchatur/2dnet for directions to run
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